Execution Sequence: Manager.run()

**Initialization**: Manager.run()
- **Manager**
  - initialize top level
  - process mutations
  - check types
  - prefire top level
  - ready?
  - fire top level
  - postfire top level
  - done?
- **top level Composite Actor**
  - initialize director
  - prefire director
  - fire director
  - postfire director
  - done?
- **Director**
  - initialize actors
  - prefire
  - select an actor
  - prefire actor
  - fire actor
  - postfire actor
  - done?
  - transfer outputs
- **opaque Composite Actor**
  - initialize director
  - prefire director
  - request transfer inputs
  - fire director
  - request transfer outputs
  - postfire director
- **Director**
  - initialize actors
  - prefire
  - transfer inputs
  - prefire actor
  - fire actor
  - postfire actor
  - done?
  - postfire

**Execution**:
- Manager.run()
- top level Composite Actor.run()
- Director.run()
- opaque Composite Actor.run()
- Director.run()

**Wrapup**:
- Manager.run()
- top level Composite Actor.run()
- Director.run()
- opaque Composite Actor.run()
- Director.run()